Politics of Affect

The capacity to affect and to be affected. This simple definition opens a world of questions by indicating an openness to the world. To affect and to be affected is to be in encounter, and
to be in encounter is to have already ventured forth. Adventure: far from being enclosed in the
interiority of a subject, affect concerns an immediate participation in the events of the world. It
is about intensities of experience. What is politics made of, if not adventures of encounter?
What are encounters, if not adventures of relation? The moment we begin to speak of affect,
we are already venturing into the political dimension of relational encounter. This is the
dimension of experience in-the-making. This is the level at which politics is emergent. In
these wide-ranging interviews, Brian Massumi explores this emergent politics of affect,
weaving between philosophy, political theory and everyday life. The discussions wend their
way transversally: passing between the tired oppositions which too often encumber thought,
such as subject/object, body/mind and nature/culture. New concepts are gradually introduced
to remap the complexity of relation and encounter for a politics of emergence: differential
affective attunement, collective individuation, micropolitics, thinking-feeling, ontopower,
immanent critique. These concepts are not offered as definitive solutions. Rather, they are
designed to move the inquiry still further, for an ongoing exploration of the political problems
posed by affect. Politics of Affect offers an accessible entry-point into the work of one of the
defining figures of the last quarter century, as well as opening up new avenues for
philosophical reflection and political engagement.
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The politics of affect is a subject of study that desperately needs more attention, both in terms
of its interconnections in our political lives, and in.
At the outset of his latest book, Politics of Affect, Canadian political theorist and philosopher
Brian Massumi emphasizes that he will not be treating â€œaffectâ€• as a discipline of study,
but as a dimension of life. Politics and affect, in Massumi's view, cannot be neatly separated.
Politics of Affect. 'The capacity to affect and to be affected'. This simple definition opens a
world of questions - by indicating an openness to the world. To affect and to be affected is to
be in encounter, and to be in encounter is to have already ventured forth. with an interest in
affect theory and aesthetic theory will find and boredom. Ngai pinpoints realism as the genre
of the in- in this volume a useful blend of the two. Affect is a concept, used in the philosophy
of Baruch Spinoza and elaborated by Henri Bergson .. Non-representational Theory: Space,
Politics, Affect. London. Afteraffect: Arabic Literature and Affective Politics. by Nouri Gana.
The essay begins: On December 17, , the Tunisian public was gripped.
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